President's Press Conference
Heights reporter: Could you than seven million dollars to run
B.C. in 1958. This past year alone
give us some idea of the financial picture at 8.C.?
saw an increase of a million and
Fr. Walsh: Our operation for one-half dollars. Now, that inthis year is almost fifteen million crease can be easily explained:
dollars. That is the expense pro- there was a one-half million dolposed and approved to run the lar increase in research; our salaries automatically go up a halfuniversity this year.
We have been going up every million annually; the remainder
year. During the six years that goes for such things as new
I have been President, we have equipment for the science builddoubled the budget. It cost less ing and alterations.

To give you an idea of the
complexity of 8.C., in 1950 it cost
only three-quarters of a million
dollars to run the university.
Every year the fixed costs automatically go up, so you can see
why we have to raise tuition periodically. Our costs will increase
a million and a quarter dollars
next year and we have to pay
for this from the tuition increase
that we announced last year. It

will be a tight squeeze for
1964-65.
Inflation has only hit universities since about 1956. As you
know, faculty salaries were very
low until then in all universities.
Before the war, I doubt if there
were more than half-a-dozen secretaries on this campus. Now
there are about three-hundredtwenty-five. An older Jesuit told
me that in the past we had no

of those other services. This is
why tuitions have to go up.
This is also why we began the
(Continued on

Page Four)
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more than twenty-five maintenance men, including those in food
services, janitors, and engineers.
Now we have about one thousand.
When we had just one school,
A&S, we had just a dean, no assistant deans, no councilors, none
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Mrs. Hicks Comments

Faculty Statements Show
Conflict on Segregation

Conflicting statments on the racial situation in Boston issued in the past fewdays by members of the Boston College faculty have focused the public's attention
on the university.
Last week, fifty-eight members of the B.C. faculty issued a statement castigto recognize the gravity of the (racial) problems
ating Boston for "its failure
confronting it." (See text on page 5)
...

Yesterday, another twenty two
Referring to the signers of yestec office and find out. I chalfaculty members released an opterday's Statement, Mrs. Hicks lenge the right of the signers of
the
statement to speak on
posing statement, asserting that said: "Those
men are aware of a other
"the civic conscience is awake,
situation they know nothing
the situation that is presertt in the about. Not one of them ever both(that there is no policy of segregation in the Boston schools, and school system. They bothered to
(Continued on Page Three)
that the cilty and the school au- come down to the school commit-

thorities have been and are taking
great initiative in the direction of
redressing cultural inequity where
it exists." (See text on page 3)

MRS. HICKS

Homecoming Queen Kathy O'Brien and Favorite Son John

P. Curley during halftime activities at last Saturday's Vanderbilt
game. See picture feature on page 9.
Photo by Ted Lawson

In an exclusive statement to
The Heights yesterday, Mrs.
Louise Day Hicks, head of the
Boston School Committee, blamed
the signers of the original petition
for their failure to contact the
proper authorities and praised
those who issued yesterday's
statement for their awareness,
integrity, and courage.

Priest Discusses Problem
of Revolt Torn Vietnam
by NEAL HARTE

A general discussion of past
and present affairs in South Vietnam by the World Relations
League was turned into an impromptu discussion of ChurchState affairs in this small revolttorn nation by a Roman Catholic
priest who is presently doing doctored work at B.C.
After scheduled speeches were
presented by Ray Bilodeau, Ernie
Zupancic and James Unger on
past and present developments in
South Vietnam, criticism was
voiced by a graduate nurse at
B.C. She stated that the viewpoints expressed were not factually correct according to an
impression she had received at a
recent talk given at Boston University by the father of the famous Madame Nhu.
At the suggestion of Professor
Richard Toumbalds, moderator of
the club, Mr. Zupancic prevailed
upon a native of South Vietnam,
Fr. Trieu, to give a first hand
account of his impressions of recent developments in his native
land.

Fr. Trieu prefaced his remarks
by stating that the opinions he
expressed would be his own and
should not be misconstrued as
those of the Catholic Church. He
stated that he believed that present problems in South Vietnam
are not the result of Catholic
Church interference in political
affairs.

Commenting on the fact that the
Church had not formerly denounced the Diem regime, Fr.
Trieu said that he believed that
since the President's brother had
attained the rank of archbishop,
the Church would feel that to
denounce Diem was, in reality,
to denounce herself because of
the inevitable ties which ensiued.
Discussing the revolt itself, Fr.
Trieu said that "this coup was
not a surprise for me, but the
fact that one of the generals in
charge of it actually possessed
no power and was supposedly under close scrutiny by the state
police was interesting."
On the subject of President
Diem's brother, Fr. Trieu stated
that Diem's brother completely

X. J. Kennedy Will Read
For Younger Poets Series
X. J. Kennedy, distinguished novelist, will read his
poetry next Wednesday, November 13, at 8 p.m. in the
Murray Conference Room under the auspices of the
Younger Poets Series.
Some of his poems have been
published in a number of magazines including "The New Yorker", and "Poetry and Dissent '.
In 1959, a smaller draft of this
collection was awarded first prize
in poetry in the Hopwood competition at the University of Michigan
and won the Lamont Poetry

Award of 1961.
His latest work, "Nude Descending a Staircase", deals with
growing up children, Love requited and otherwise and other

ignored the Church's philosophy
and attempted to gain wealth and things.
land. The people realized that this
In the "New York Times Book
was only one man and the Church Review" Harvey Shapiro said,
itself and especially the bishop "Kennedy's wit is the most obof Saigon disapproved of President Diem.
A question was posed by a
member of the audience as to
the possibility of democracy ever
being attained in his country. Fr.
Trieu said that it is "too much
to expect both anti-Communism
and democracy right now," but
on the other hand, the U.S. tends
to be too afraid of Communism
since our experience with Cuba.

"Political
and
Economic
Problems of Great Britain,"
will be the subject of a lecture by Christopher Hoi lis,
member of the British Parliament, in the second lecture of
the Public Affairs Forum, on
Thursday, November 14, at 2
p.m. in Murray Conference
Room, McElroy Commons.

things." "The Village Voice'' has
said, "These perfectly ordered
and witty poems reverberate on
the page in a way that mere clever verse could never do."

Eagles Band Run
Bull Victory Dance
The Boston College-Buffalo Victory Dance will be sponsored tomorrow night by the B.C. Eagles
Band in the Regency Room of the
Hotel Somerset. The chairman of

the dance committee. Philip Parent, CBA '64, has signed up Steve
Lane's Orchestra, and dancing
will last from 8 to 12 p.m.
The band itself will face stiff
competition this week from the
visiting Buffalo Band which calls
itself "the pride of the East." The
visitors boast one hundred fortythree playing members and plan
to "take over" Alumni Stadium.
When informed of the intentions
of the visitors, Fred Flukes. CBA
*64, the Band President, scoffed
and said. "These people have pot
to reckon with the spirit of the
B.C. band. They may outnumber
us, but we'll show them that it's
quality that counts. They've made
X. J. Kennedy
their claim and now we must
strip them of their title and add
vious characteristic of his work.
It is never an overplay but part it to the many .others we have
of his way of seeing and saying won."
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Undergrad Immorality
Stirs Local Controversy

Undergraduate immorality has suddenly gained the
status of a crisis as a result of recent sex controversy at
Harvard and a narcotics raid at Brandeis.
Associate News Editor
Harvard College Dean John U.
Munro started the furor by revealing that an increasing number
of students were abusing their
privilege to entertain women in
their rooms at specified hours by
conducting wild parties and indulging in promiscuous activity.
Dean Munro warned that these
violations promise to move the
college "closer and closer to outright scandal".
Less than forty-eight hours
later, on Friday night, Brandeis
officials called the State Police
to investigate a report that a few
students were experimenting with
narcotics. Six undergraduates and

ist Of the "Boston 'Record-American," praised the way Catholic
colleges have kept their campuses
free from general breakdown in
collegiate morals.
"I insist tlhat the Catholic- colleges do a far better job of mofeal"
guidance,
disciplinary training
and injecting social responsibility
into its young 'than do our nonsectarian or temporal institutions.
"Why is it that one never reads
of campus riots at a Catholic college? No panty raids! No heaving
water bombs at cops! No dormitory orgies!

No organized cyni-

cism!

"Why is that? Because a Catholic faculty has a very heavy whiphand and rides closer herd on
dcgies. Because Roman Cathits
an alumnus were subsequently ar- olic institutions consider moral
rested and charged with posses- direction, self-discipline and ethision cf narcotics.
cal behavior just as essential
According to many authorities, as 'the Romance languages, Litt-1,
these 'incidents are merely two Renaissance Poetry, Civics, and
in a long series which indicate an Basketball. That's why!'
increasing degree of promiscuity
among students.
Margaret Mead maintains, "Our

CLUB NEWS

youth are being catapulted into
premature, half-baked adulthood
before they have a chance to
grow up as individuals."
Eighteen months ago, the President of Vassar College warned
the students that anyone indulging in premarital sexual relations
would face disciplinary action. A
poll of the student body revealed
that nearly half disagreed with

SOCIOLOGY CLUB

A meeting of the Sociology Club
was held Monday, October 28.

Francis Forte, A&S '64, President
of the Club, addressed the members and outlined the program
for the coming year.
The Hirst event of the semester
will be an address presented by
the Warded otf Walpole State Prison. This talk will take place
during the week of November
her.
Crimson,
Harvard's student 11, and members as well as nonThe
club are cordially
newspaper, has become the prin- membeirs of the
inforcipal defender of the present rules invited. WatCh for further
concerning the time and
mation
called
for
further
loosenand has
place of the event.
ing of dormitory regulations.
ACADEMIA LITERARIA
at
Harvard
has
controversy
The
Spanish-speaking students and
centered around a survey of Harvard and Radcliffe students show- Spanish majors have formed a
ACADEMIA LITERing an increasing trend toward new club
ARIA. This new club, under the
premarital sex relations.
direction of Professor Suarez-TarAccording to Dr. Grahan B.
res, teacher of Spanish and French
Blaine, Jr., a Harvard psychiaat BC, will be disassociated from
trist who conducted the study, Ithe the Spanish clubs and societies
results show "a cultural change
of previous years.
in the United States."
Through membership in this
Dean Munro has emphatically group, students of Spanish will
denied that a student's 'behavior have the opportunity Ito put into
in his room is no concern of the play what they know and come
college. "I have to believe that 'to a realization of the vast field
the experience of past generations in which they are working. The
of mankind, as pressed lin our existence of the Academia Litermoral codes, has validity for col- aria not only obeys the detsiire to
lege students, and it is the duty offer to B.C. students a terrain
of the college to make the code where they can put into practice
known and understood," he said whlait they have learned, but it alin a letter to "The Crimson."
so responds to ithe practical goals
At present, the dormitory rules \u25a0fixed by the Modern Language
allow students to entertain wo- Department.
All Spanish-speaking students
men visitors in their rooms from
4 to 7 p.m. weekdays and from (net only native speakers but any?

noon to midnight on Saturdays except during the football season
when a 7 p.m. curfew applies.

la working knowledge
of Spfanlilsh) 'and SpariMi miajors
are urged to join. Meetfings are
held bi-monthly on Wednesdays
at 4 o'cf.ock in Mcßlroy 111. The
next meeting of the Academia
Literafia will be held Wednesday,
November 13.

CONNECTICUT CLUB
At a recent meeting, the Connecticut Club filled the offices of
Vice-President and Treasurer with
the election of Charles Bianco
CBA '64 and Doug La Brecque
A&S '65, respectively. They will
serve with President Phil Amaio
A&S '64 and Secretary Fred Wilcox CBA '65.
Special events for November
and December have 'been planned
The activities for the year appear
promising and extenlsive, since
they wMI include not only social
events but service projects as
well.
As of now, a successful club social has been held, a float has
been designed for the B.U. Rally,
and plans have been finalized for
two parties for tfce benefit of its
members.

.
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22 B.C. Faculty Members
Deny De-Facto Segregation
THE TEXT OF
YESTERDAY'S STATEMENT
Recent statements by some educators, community leaders and
newspapers have recommended
that the citizens of Boston, the
Boston School Committee and the
school administration pay early
and close attention to the problems of the underprivileged, and
take the initiative in redressing
inequities caused by effective segregation.
The implication of these statements is that the civic conscience
has been unresponsive to the problems and that the school committee and the school administration
halve not and are not taking action in these matters.
The undersigned think that in
their praiseworthy eagerness to
make a reality the God-given
principle of equality, such statements have overlooked facts connected with the problem that give
striking evidence in at least six
areas that the civic conscience
is awake, that there is no policy
of segregation in the Boston
schools, that the city and the
school authorities have been and
are taking great initiative in the
direction of redressing cultural
inequity where it exists.
I?There is no segregation in
the high schools of Boston. One
hundred per cent of all Negro
high school students in the city
attend integrated schools. This
condition of freedom has existed
in Boston for at least two generations.
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2?The statistic which combines
enrollment figures in junior high
and elementary schools is misleading. It omits consideration of
Negroes in Grade 9 who attend
integrated high schools. It also
overlooks the fact that 10 out of
17 junior high schools are integrated.

mittee and administrative staff
have carried out the plans of their
predecessors and developed new
ones.

4?The announced program for
the new 29 million dollar bond
issue indicates the existence of a
laudable civic conscience functioning in the persons of our city
officials and the administrative
and teaching staffs of our schools.
Fourteen new schools or additions are planned for the disadvantaged areas of Roxbury, Jamaica Plain, and Dorchester. The
construction of these buildings
will absorb the major portion of
the fund from the 29 million dollar bond issue.
s?Not only the city but the
Metropolitan Boston community
has for a considerable length of
time been aware of the problems
of the culturally deprived.
In its planning stages and as
members of the Board of Action

When these figures are combined, the final estimate is that
35 per cent of the Negro students
in Grades 7 to 9 are - in schools
predominantly white, while 65 per
cent are in integrated schools predominantly Negro. We think that
this approximate distribution of
the student population in Grades
7 to 9 would be characteristic of
any sub-cultural growp in the city.
3?Estimates of the number of
Negro students in the Boston
schools, range from 17,000 to 20,000. If we take the higher figure,
Negro students comprise about 21
per cent of the 94,000 in the kindergarten through Grade 12 school for Boston Community Development prominent educators and adpopulation.
From 1951 to 1962 there have ministrators in the social agenbeen sixteen million dollars spent cies, colleges and universities of
the community have been aware
on school construction or renovation through bond issues. Over of and concerned with effective
eight million dollars of this six- solutions to the problems.
6?The program of Action for
teen million has been spent in
six elementary buildings and one Boston Community Development,
secondary building in which Ne- Inc., channels the resources of
groes constitute from 50 to 99 per many agencies into the school
system. In a matching experimencent of the sliudent body.
This large expenditure has been tal program with the school sys$800,000 will be spent
carried on quietly, on a sustained tem over
for the underprivileged during the
over
a
time
long
period
basis
of
under many political and educa- next three years.
At the end of that time, if suctional leaders. The present comcessful, the entire program will
be carried on by the school system. With the exception of the
reading program in another area,
the immense impact of this program will be felt in the South
End, Roxbury, and North Dorchester.
We do not think that crisis
headlines help in the conduct of
the dialogue about means to the
solution of the community's problems. Our analysis of the situation indicates that the men and
women responsible for education
in our community have been
working quietly for more than a
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from Page One)

ered to visit the school committee
seeking informaltion.
"I disagree with what those
men had to say and with the
conclusion they draw that a school
composed of all Negro children
is automaticallyI an inferior one.
"It is unjust that the signers
would infer that the school department practices discrimination in
the promotion of teachers. It reveals their complete unfamiliarity
with the promotional rating system. If a Negro is competent his
color will never stand in his way.
But he shouldn't be promoted
merely because he is a Negro (as
these men infer.)
"I feel badly that these Boston
College professors would send
itheir statement directly to the
newspapers and not to the people
immediately concerned. And I
compliment the signers of yesterday's statement for their integrity and their courdge to speak
the itruth."

LAST WEEK'S
STATEMENT

"This moral problem rests on
the conscience of 'the community;
we wanted to bring this to their
decade within
the gradually
changing framework provided by
the community, to redress im-

balance.
We did not need the summer
of discontent to awaken our conscience. Boston is not Birmingham or Baton Rouge. Means, appropriate to one section of the
country with one set of problems,
may not be appropriate in Boston
where the problems may have
different contours, qualities and
configurations.

We, therefore, urge a continuing dialogue about means, recognizing that in this area ail of us
are fallible, that God has not
consecrated any method as the
best, but has created us equal
sons under His Fatherhood.
are:
Katherine C. Cotter, William C.
Richard M. Doherty, Catherine M. Downev, Barbara A. Elbery, John J. Fitzgerald, Christopher J. Flynn Jr., Robert F. Hoey,
S.J., Marion J. Jennings, Violet A.
Kugris, Pierre D. Lambert. George
F. Lawler, S.J., Vincent C. Nuccio.
R.
O'Hara,
Robert
Robert
J.
O'Hare, Mary C. O'Toole, Edward
J. Power, Alexander A. Schneider.
Strain,
Elizabeth A.
John F. Travers, John E. Van Tassel Jr., and
John J. Walsh.
Signatures

Cottle,

Hirsh of the English Department,
signer of the first statement.
Last week's statement, entitled,
"Public Education in Boston:
Problems and Promise," concerned itself with the "current
quarrel" on the public school system, and proposed remedial action.
The statement said they were
"expressing a concensus of Individual opinions and not speaking as representatives of the university or any other institution or
organization."
"Originally four or five of us
were interested in and unhappy
over the Boston vote in the primary. After a series of fragmented talks over a couple of weeks,
we decided to go ahead with our
statement before the election
rather than wait until long after
the election. After the "March on
Washington" we felt that pronouncements should not be made
only at a distance.
"There is a real and human

problem involved here in Boston,
and by name and location Boston
College is involved." Referring to

'the Boston situation, Dr. Hirsh
said thait it was not clear cut and
"while I would not want to speak
for all, I suspect that our individual motives were possibly various."
"We were not primarily interested in the school committee
race. We certainly had no hopes
of influencing its outcome. It was
aimed at the community, not so
much as it was involved in the
community," said Dr. Hirsh.
"We did not have a systematic
circulation of the statement. We
hardly touched some schools and
departments.
Unfortunately we
were under deadline pressure for
"The Pilot," for we did not want
this to be one more old story for
the Pilot's readers, said Dr. Hirsh.
"With more time we could have
gotten at least one hundred signatures.
YESTERDAY'S STATEMENT
Another signer, Dr. Robert R.
O'Hara, admitted that his group
was also working for Pilot deadline. "We wanted to get our statement in the Pilot this week to offset last week's story," he stated.
Dr. O'Hara contended that yesterday's statement is part of "a
dialogue, a continuing discussion
that concerns all of us."
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Foreign Students Feted
At Exotic Buffet Supper

The foreign students currently studying at Boston
College were honored by the President of the University,
Rev. Michael Walsh, S.J., at a reception on Saturday,
October 26. For the second year the reception, including
dinner and entertainment, was co-sponsored by the B.C.
Sodality and the Faculty Wives' Association in co-operation with the Campus Council.
by TOM HUGHES
Staff Reporter
Following a buffet supper, featuring exotic as well as traditional
dishes, Mr. Charles Sullivan, A&S
'64, the Master of Ceremonies,
expressed the thanks of the Sodality to the Faculty Wives, especially Mrs. Joseph Cautela, Mrs. William Daly, Mrs. Henry McMahon,
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President's Press Conference
(Continued from Page One)
development program. Our only
solution was to try to get money
in an organized fashion in the
way of gifts. Even after we have
reached the first stage of collecting fifteen million dollars, the
most promising thing is to get
people to give annually and to
get them to make out their wills
to Boston College.

getting a more international flavFUND DRIVE
or into the university "in order
Has the fund drive been sucto broaden horizons and achieve
cessful to date?
more of a spirit of uriity and unWe are about two months bedetfstandiing among peoples."
hind
the schedule.
The Campus Council used the
What buildings do you plan
occasion to present its annual
foreign student scholarship of to construct next?
The next building is the science
twelve hundred dollars to Alex- building.
That will be a combinaander Kalindawala of Nyasaland.
tion physics and biology building.

Now, what heartens me about
the present coaching staff is that
they have gotten almost everyone
that they went after, and the two
or three they lost went to service
or ivy league schools. They want
a solid student and do not want
to gamble even if the student is
potentially ail-American.
At the start of each football
season, the Moderator of Athletics has to go to the dean of
each school and get a signature
from each one verifying that each
individual is eligible.
NEW TRENDS
What trends do you see developing in the future for Boston College?
We hope that by 1967 fifty per
cent of our boys on the undergraduate level will be boarders.
With assistance from the government, it could be seventy per
cent.
In the B.C. of 1930, eighty per
cent of the students were from
South Boston, Dorchester, Roxbury, and Milton. We now get
a very small number from South
Boston. The shift now is to places
such as Cohasset and Scituate

have to renovate Devlin
chemistry and geology.
have on my desk all the
that the social science
departments and the school of
social work have made for the
Institute of Human Relations.
That is tihe third academic building. I would hope that by Christmas we could have an architect
working on that.
We are going ahead on plans
for the boys' dormitories. We
know what we want, but we have The new officers
to wait for permission from the of the Lewis Drill
town of Newton.
Team are Cadet
We have not yet come to speFrederick
C. Rimcifics concerning the library and
mele, Jr., Execufine arts center.
tive Officer, CaATHLETICS
det Daniel M.
Could you tell us about BosWe will
Hall for
Now I
requests

ton College's eligibility rules for

and Mrs. Charles Regan, and to William Kelly, President of the
the Campus Council for their help Council, made the presentation
in guaranteeing so successful an and expressed the congratulations
and best wishes of the entire
evening.
Mr. Paul Hamiill, A&S '64, Pres- council.
ident of tihe Intema'tiorol Cell of
Professor Raymond McNally,
the Sodality, introduced the Pres- Moderator of the International
ident, feather Walsh, emphasiz- Olulb and William McCormick,
ing "his breadth and depth of A&S '64, Prefect of the Sbdality,
vision which has seen Boston Col- both spoke briefly, welcoming the
lege grow to a university of inter- foreign students on behalf of their
natiional staoding."
organizations.
For the remainder of the evening numerous foreign students entertained with instruments and
songs of their native countries
and Michael Connolly, A&S '65,
led a sing-along of traditional
folk songs.

that,

explained
though the reception was

called the President's Reception,
he was indebted to the organizations whose efforts had actually

brought it about. He podnlted out

and that he "hoped for Boston
College tto become more and more
involved in the international situation."
Boston College participates in
the International Development
Council (AID) wClth the hope of

Novelist John Hawlces opened this year's Younger Poet
Series last week with his talk in
the Murray Conference Room.
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and more national in scope. Just
as we began as a local school,
became somewhat regional after
the war, and became a national
school in the past six or seven
year; I would hope that by 1970
we will be heavily international.
More than 11,000 holiday job
openings in downtown Boston
stores must be filled during
the next month in order to
meet the need for Christmas
workers, according to Antonio
England, director of the Division of Employment Security. There are job openings for
both men and women in a
variety of occupations including sales, secretarial, general
office work, and billing. Prior
exsales and office worker po-

sitions.

Deputy

Our rules for eligibility for athletics are the stiffest you will
find anywhere. There have been
instances in which a star athlete
has flunked one or two subjects
as a freshman, made them up in
the summer school, still ended
up witn a seventy-eight average,
and was declared ineligible. That
is very strict. When one accrediting institution came here, they
were amazed at these rules, and
I would like to keep them this

*WIN*
II THE MAKLBOfiO

IBIID
101®-UP

that Boston College, wrtiich began

as a local school, hais, in the past
twenty years, became regional,
national, and now international

on the north, and

season.

We now have a new type of
Boston College student athlete. In
the class of 1962 we had to flunk
twenty-one out of twenty-seven
freshman football players. We
had to change this situation:
either stop football or get the
proper type of student athlete.

Father Walsh welcomed all of

beyond Lynn and Salem
on the west to
Framingham and Marlboro. No
one wants to commute from that
great distance. That's where the
pressure is coming from on these
new dormitories.
We are going to become more
towns

Commander, ana
athletics?
Our rule has been, one defi- Cadet Joseph T.
ciency and the athlete is ineligi- Snow, Commandble. Now, of course, thait rule er.
does not affect football, because
the student does not get a deficiency until the season is over,
and he has the summer to make
it up. The two sports that are
usually affected by that rule are
basketball and hockey, because
when the deficiency comes out in
January it can render a student
ineligible in the middle of the

strict.

the foreign students arid

Kellett,

on the south, to all the little

THE
FORD HALL
FORUM
Presents...
Nov. 10

Max Lerner
Gaulle,
Khruschev,
"de
Tse-tung:
Mao
What are they to us?

oomsT

?

Nov. 17
Mr. & Mrs. Fred Hechinger
...

Prizes

FIRST
SECOND
THIRD

Wf*A
WW no WfflC
WW ins

"Teen-Age Tyranny"
Nov. 24

.

.

Jordan Hall
SUNDAY EVENING, 8 P.M.

2.
3.
4.

.

Fulton Lewis 111
vs. James A. Burlchart
"The Campus Generation,
Right or Left?"

'?

ffll/oc

\u2605

ONE "RCA" portable tv set
ONE RCA TAPE RECORDER
ONE ADMIRAL AM-FM RADIO
..

..

Th », Thr

«
Groupj presenting the greatest numbers of empty
packages as stated below
Ballots must be turned in by Friday, Dec. 4th (time and
place to be announced).
Winners will be notified and prizes awarded Monday, Dec.
?th in the book store.
Prizes may be seen in the book store.

Contest is opened to all college accepted groups.
2. Contest starts Oct. 28th
closes Dec. 4th.
J. Ballots will be: empty packages or bottom flaps (top cover of
Paxton) of Marlboro, Parliament, Phillip Morris, Alpine, ft Paxton.
4. Ballots must be packed in cartons Of bags with name of group and
totals plainly marked on each. A grand total must accompany all
entries.
'?

?

MARLBORO*PARLIAMENT*ALPINE
PHILIP MORRIS*PAXTON
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McCrossen Hits
School Petition

5

Boston College Faculty
Attacks Hub Segregation

Dr. Vincent A. McCrossen, Proporary American scene, already
This is the statement by Boston College faculty members, who are, perhaps
fessor of Modern Language and
Comparative Literature, was ore of too overcharged by racial
emoneedless
to say, expressing a
of individual opinions and not speaking as
faculty
many
the
members of the
who did not sign the petition. He tionalism and agitation. To use representatives of the university or of any other institution or organization:
following
sent
to
has
the
letter
the the schools (and/or onir armed
signers,
stating his
objections to
Recent events have once more adverse criticism by its failure? realistic policies, including an
forces) as tools to promote social
their petition.
Daly
To William
and Edward
to upset ail focused national interest upon perhaps its refusal?to recognize
Hirsch and other signers of the and racial justice is
overdue redisricting that will
petition:
values, to falsify the reasons for Boston. The publicity given to the the gravity of the problems conalign the school districts with the
I think my libertarian senti- their existence, and to follow a picketing and the sit-ins at the
fronting it, and by the apparent

consensus

ments are sufficiently known to
to the Boston College community
that if I do not sign a petition
seeking to correct injustice, it
will be realized that my refusal
is based upon reasons searchingly
and conscientiously arrived at. 1
must refuse to sign your petition
in re: the Negro school situation
in Boston, for the following rea-

sons.

Boston is a part of the tem-

pattern that should be distasteful
to most Americans if they would
think the situation through carefully. The schools exist to help
the young learn of the ways of
God and man.
Our armed forces exist to protect us from foreign enemies. To
use either to promote patterns
of social and racial justice, no
matter how praiseworthy these
may be in themselves, is to pros-

FROM CAMPUS TO CAMPUS...

OAST

FROMCCOAST.
THEYALOVE L

Yum-yum

If you can take your nose out of that text book for just a
moment, you'll notice that Yum-Yum has emerged as the most
campus sport in many a year. Who needs panty raids
when you can Yum-Yum under a large tree or in a little sports
car? Be advised, however, that on rainy days the
hip prefer their Yum-Yum indoors. (Research
rooms of libraries and empty field houses are considered the choicest locations.)
As you've probably deduced by now, YumYum is strictly for Him and Her. And in Columbia's
riotous new comedy "UNDER THE YUM-YUM
TREE", (Columbia Pictures, not Columbia University) Yum-Yum
is developed into a high art form by its greatest practitioner,
"Hogan."
Hogan,hilariouslyportrayedby Jack Lemmon, is a lecherous
landlord who rents apartments to attractive girls and goes from
door to door with a heart-shaped passkey. One of the tenants is
Carol Lynley, a curvy co-ed who is conducting a cozy experiment
in platonic, pre-marital co-habitation. (It's all in the interests
of science.) Dean Jones is her nervous wreck of a fiance and Edie
Adams is on the premises as the marriage-counseling teacher who
takes a tumblefor Hogan.
Hogan's own apartment, happily referred to as "The Sin
Bin," is an electronic ambush-on-virtue that could make etchings
obsolete. There's a violin section, for example, that emerges out
of nowhere and plays, without benefit of human hands, "Music To
Make Yum-Yum By." There's also a bar with
enough whiskey to refloat the Titanic. But don't
get Hogan wrong. Jack Lemmon defines Hogan
as "a man who is outraged at humanity. Therefore, everything that seems outlandish and bizarre
to the rest of the world, seems perfectly normal to
him. Hogan cannot understand why the world is so ungrateful to
him."
We guarantee it's marvelous mayhem and sure-fire material for a term paper on Laughter. It may not earn you an "A"
?but what an 'education' when you see Jack Lemmon in Columbia Picture's "UNDER THE YUM-YUM TREE," co-starring;
Carol Lynley Dean Jones Edie Adams Imogene Coca Paul
Lynd Robert Lansing and The Yum-Yum Girls.
?

?

?

?

Now Playing at the Astor Theater, Boston

?

headquarters of the School Committee and to the primary vote
for School Committee candidates
may strike many Bostonians as
intolerable meddling, but the city

has invited both

attention and

titute them and falsify them.
More alarmingly still, this is exactly what Hitler did with the
schools and military in Germany
in the '30's. I am frightened by
the similarity of the approach in
our own country. Good ends do
not justify bad means. I consider
the Hitlerian patternizing of using schools (and the military) to
impose social and racial justice
as a very bad means. I lived
briefly in the Nazi Germany of
the '30's, conflicted (obviouslyt
with the regime, was imprisoned
by it for a time. From personal
experience as well as from study
and a Catholic conscience a dislike of all totalitarian approaches
is seared deep into my veins.
Furthermore, I sense in all this
current agitation and emotionalism a world very close to one
envisioned by Rousseau in the
Social Contract, the source spring
of modern totalitarianism. "The
state is the true leader of future
mankind. The individual is to
wither away. Only the group has
sacred rights." Lenin held to an
almost identical viewpoint, as so
often getting his inspiration from
Rousseau and the "liberals" of
the French Revolution. I am quite
repelled by all this agitation in
the name of race, the pressure
of race, the power of race, the
boycott of race. I find it pure
groupism and racism in the worst
Hitlerian sense. What we should
be trying to get is Christian approaches at racial justice through
love and respect for the INDIVIDUAL (not group) man, because he is brother, because he
is redeemed by Christ, because
as a sinner like me has also like
me the need and call of Heaven.
The two approaches at racial justice, Christian and totalitarian,
are opposities. They include one
another. One is right. The other
is wrong. It seems to me the
wrong is now pushing out the
right.

In spite of highest personal regards for the original signers of
the petition I cannot in Catholic
conscience sign it, although I hope
I should be able to jcin with ycpi
wholeheartedly should you ever
be engaged in fighting for the
cause of racial justice for any
INDIVIDUAL.

abdication of its once-influential present distribution of population
role in America's moral life.
and also break the current patThe current quarrel centers on tern of segregation, wherever this
the school system. While the ba- may be accomplished without resic problem, now as in the past, course to special
transportation.
is that of adequate education for
all children, the quickening of
Since the School Committee and
social change has accentuated the the administration are necessarily
special problem of the underprividependent upon the community's
leged students, who labor under
we particularly urge the
support,
by
accumulated liabilities inflicted
birth, living conditions, and mi- residents of Boston to provide the
nority status, especially when resources and, above all, the
that status is constantly marked open-mindedness
that are the conby the conspicuous badge of colprogress. No wiser inditions
of
It
highly
or.
is
unfortunate that
the Boston debate over the means vestment in the future could be
of attacking this problem should made, for if determination is
have been treated as a contro- joined to foresight, Boston should
versy over phraseology.
When
be able to pursue educational exmore than ninety per cent of the
periments designed to ease tenNegro students in public elemennot only in
tary and junior high schools an; sions and frustration
in such extreme racial imbalance the schools, but finally in the
community as a whole. Innovait is, in its social and psychotion of course entails risk and
logical results, effective segregafrequently arouses anxiety, tut
tion, and thus constitutes an unstake, it is
avoidable challenge to a demo- where so much is at
cratic society and its educational well to recall the statement made
in another critical period, that we
institutions.
have nothing to fear but fear
For the underlying situation, itself.
the schools themselves are not
to blame; tied to particular neighThe tasks of education in a
borhoods, they inherit discrimina- democracy are endlessly difficult,
tory economic and social patterns but they are nonetheless sustained
from the community, in whose by hope, so long as realities, not
conscience the solution must ulti- outworn suppositions, are their
mately be sought. In the past, substance.
By
wisely-ordered
however, the school system has schooling, the children and the
too readily accepted these patyoung men and women apparentterns, this in effect confirming ly condemned to inferior status
them, giving them respectability, through no fault of their own can
and perpetuating them. If we look today be made capable, according
to the School Committee and the to their individual abilities, of
school administration to take the participating fully in our free soinitiative in breaking a potentially ciety and of profiting by its
vicious circle and in redressing varied opportunities, so that their
inequities caused by prejudice, lives will have a better chance
thoughtless custom, or mere iner- to reflect outwardly the inherent
tia, it is because we expect edudignity of our common nature.
cation to provide as well as to
foster leadership in the realization As human beings created in the
image of God and as citizens of
of American ideals.
For this reason, we welcome the United States, they deserve
not only the substantial grant re- no less.
cently made available for new Signed By:
John R. Betts
educational programs, but also
Donald A. Branam
Gary P. Brazier
the School Committee's allocation
Leonard E. Casper
of the funds. The concentration
Joseoh R. Cautela
Rev. Robert J. Che/iey. S.J.
of effort in the most deprived
Rev. Brendan C. Connolly. S.J.
areas is an encouraging recogniRev. Joseoh J. Connor, S.J.
John R. Cox
tion of the fact that practical
Joseph T. Criscenti
William M. Daly
equality is to be achieved by soHarold DeLisle
called "equal treatment" of those
Rev. J. Frank Devine. S.J.
unequally

prepared

to

respond,

but by early and close attention
to the needs of students handicapped by circumstances or by
essentially unchristian social configurations. We therefore urge a
continuation and extension of such

Joseph A.

Max Lerner To Address
Ford Hall Forum, Sunday
Max Lerner, nationally s.vndi- University, will be the featured
"V:d column'st and Prcfeisor cf speaker at the next presentation
American Civilization at Brandeis '?\u25a0f the Ford Hall Fcrum on Sunday, November 10, at 8 p.m. in
tllu
u
dan Ha »~
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CLANCY BROS.
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JTOMMY MAKEM|
|

f

??
Wanted;!

wuu, Hd.
s . or
or daughter to Mt. Alvernia. He
lives at 83 Revere St., Beacon
"

;

"HU 2-5440

John D. Donovan
Rev. James L. Duffy. S.J.
Jean T. Farley
Rev. Miles L. Fay, S.J.
Albert M. Folkard
Lois T. Hartley
Paul T. Heffron
Edward L. Hirsh
Richard E. Hughes
Rev. William J. Kenealy. S.J.
Edgar Litt
Rev. Joseph P. Locigno

i

Longo

John Loofbourow
Rev. Arthur A. MacGillivray. S.J.
John L. Mahoney
Richard E. Malany
H. Michael Mann
John F. McCarthy
Rev. Leo P. McCauley. S.J.
Francis J. McDermott
Francis M. McLaughlin
Raymond T. McNally
Paul M. Michaud
Rev. Edward L. Murphy. S.J.
Rev. Francis J. Nicholson, S.J.
John F. Norton
Thomas H. O'Connor
John D. O'Reilly, Jr.
Harold A. Peterson
Maurice J. Quinlan
John H. Randall
Charles L. Regan
Rev. John P. Rock. S.J.
Ferdinand L. Rousseve
Donald B. Sands
Rev. Francis X. Shea. S.J.
Rev. Richard G. Shea. S.J.
George W. Smith. Jr.
John J. Sullivan
Richard S. Sullivan
W. Sweeney. S.J.
Rev. Francis Thayer.
S.J.
Rev. Carl J.
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Contact Gladys Cavanaugh
at NOrmandy 5-5427
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HOMECOMING

The Open Line...

by James Unger

RIGHT RESULT-WRONG REASON

The Boston College Campus Council, the Senior
Class, and the Council of Resident Men all deserve com-

by James Unger

mendation for organizing what was undoubtedly one of
the finest Homecoming Weekends in the history of the
university.
Thursday night's mixer was the third such enjoyable affair that the Campus Council has sponsored this
fall. That these events satisfy a genuine social need on
campus has been evidenced by the huge turnouts for all
three mixers.
The fact that the Senior Class engaged a "big-name"
attraction such as the Stan Kenton band for the Victory
Dance made that evening more significant and more successful than the usual post-game gathering.
However, the most important event of the weekend
was the Hootenanny held in Roberts Center on Friday
night.
A large part of the audience was pleasantly surprised at how excellent the show actually was. While
most of us had expected merely an evening of diverting
songs, we were treated instead to a truly superb piece of

entertainment.
The only words that can characterize the feature
group of the Hootenanny, the Tarriers, are "professional" and "slick." The group sang so well that the audience
was stunned into admiration. But the surprise hit of the
show was a local girl, Dayle Stanley. With a marvelous
voice and an intelligent choice of material, she won the
heart of the crowd.
The Charles River ValleyBoys and B.C.'s Wyndigos
showed once again that Boston has the most talented
group of local folk singers in the country.
The social importance of the Homecoming Hootenanny lies in the fact that it was the first event of its type
to be held on this campus. We hope that the success of
this show will inspire the Campus Council or some other
organization to sponsor another folk concert within the
coming year.
If the quality of the talent in the next show is kept
equal to that in the initial experiment, we feel sure that
such a program would draw an even larger crowd than
that of last week. We trust that the B.C. student recognizes a good thing when he sees it.

There are few politicians or
diplomats in the United States
who will grieve at the overthrow
of President Ngo Dinh Diem and
his "sinister" brother Ngo Dinh
Nhu as rulers of South Vietnam.
Any horror at their murders will
be overcome by unquestioned relief at the removal of a situation
which was becoming increasingly
embarassing to the United States,
and was further causing serious
difficulties in the implementation
of our foreign policy in Southeast
Asia.
For despite official statements
to the contrary, few will deny
that the United States was instrumental in bringing about the
ultimate collapse of the Diem regime. Public and private leaders
in this country voiced disapproval of the allegedly repressive
religious policies of the Vietnamese government. President Kennedy, via television, called for
changes in the policies and personnel of the administration of
the administration of the Asian
nation; while his ambassador
pressed home the same demands
in Saigon. Cuts in United States
economic aid indicated our displeasure and discontent with the
current state of affairs. Added to
these public evidences of disenchantment were rumors of revolutionary plots fomented by the
C.1.A., and a virtual conspiracy
among foreign journalists to cable home nothing but those articles and releases most damaging

POSTAL FRAUD

Our Readers Comment

Since September, a number of chain letters involving
United States Savings Bonds have been circulating on
this campus. Working on the familiar principle of all
such schemes, these letters promise hundreds of dollars
in return for the purchase of three twenty-five dollar Dear Sir:
bonds.
With profound and genuine inEarly this week, the editor of the B.U. News called terest,
the student body eagerly
the Heights to tell us that several chain letters had
Colreached the B.U. campus and that the names on these awaited the debut of Boston
lege's
female
cheerleader's.
Par
papers were those of B.C. students. Obviously, the matgive
hours,
oald
or
take
a
two
ter has gotten out of hand.
minutes, they romped and
few
We feel that the B.C. people involved in this matter
should be made aware of the fact that all chain letter squeaked around t!he twenty-yard
schemes, including those involving savings bonds, which Kne with little enthusiastic reuse the mails to facilitate their purpose, are considered sponse from the ¥peetallor®. Not
by the Post Office Department as violators of the Postal once during tlha whio fiasco was
lottery and fraud laws. Investgiations are made of these so much as a cartwheel attemptmatters, and if postal officials think that there is a vio- ed. 9ayeth the phantom: "Big
lation of the fraud and lottery statutes, the matter is Deal!"
Dermis J. Hiawlon
referred to the Department of Justice for possible
prosecution.

Moreover, the Treasury Department has instructed
issuing
all
agents to reject applications for purchases of
savings bonds when the applicant states, or when the
agent has reason to believe, that the application is made
in connection with a chain letter scheme.
Anyone receiving one of these letters should realize
that their involvement could result in serious trouble.

up details is indeed ptilteous. But
at the very least, they are accessories before, during and after
ihe fact. But since thefir capacity
in the Dinling Hal hierarchy is
minor, I only appeal to their culinary principles to lodge an occasional protest. Perhaps, and this
is the only alternative that I can
foresee, we can allevOate theilr suffering 'by a more judicious selec-

sriibly advocate whait is tantamount
to seM-destruction? Anathema sis.
"... An irtdSctmient of their

imtedCdgenoe."
Supposedly mature men."
The question is not one of maturity and intelligence 'but Of human beungs reduced by deprivation to thedr lowest common denominator: theolr aMictian, The
McElroys (ft disease related fci
".

.

.

A&S '65

Dear Sir:

Regarding Mr. Egger's article
?I protest. I protest. Not vehemently, but I still protest. It is always difficult to attack such a
righteous attack as Mr. Egger
led tin lids masterful "Mystery
Meat". For by some infallible law
of logic we must be considered
unrighteous. H so, then so.
I thank that Mr. Egger's solution to the problem of food riots
somewhat underestimates the naof erne. Riots usually fall unThe ungentlemanlybehavior of certain persons hav- ture
der the sociological category of
ing access to the Lyons Senior Lounge (commented on "Mdb Psycholtgy: Its Preferences
in a past editorial) has unfortunately worsened during and Treatments". One e&mply
dlc3s not stfcand an a levigating tathe last week. Such activity as lighting fires, breaking ble
and denounce the mdb's confurniture, and urinating on the walls (as well as in the duct as frightfully unruly and not
ashtrays) certainly indicates the presence of "student- at all proper and becoming to a
oame, Mr. Eggentleman.
animals" on campus that the University could well do gt.*, I can'tCome,
resist chiding your
without. The Campus Council is presently taking sug- naivete.
The plight of the McElroy cleangestions regarding the solution of this problem.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES

to the Diem regime. There can ington would have little concern
be little doubt that the combina- over Bhuddist demonstrations, retion of these individual acts of ligious persecutions and suppreshostility was sufficient to help sions, and student arrests. If the
create and foster a climate of war against the Comunists were
revolution. Those in Vietnam who going well, Washington would not
plotted the overthrow had little protest dictatorial methods and
doubt that they could count on a concentration of power. If the
benevolent neutrality if not open war againslt the Communists were
support from the U.S. in the going well, Washington would
event of a power struggle. The support economically and politically any administration including
result was inevitable.
What is unfortunate about all that of Ngo Dinih Diem, General
this maneuvering on the part of Franco, President Batista, or Raour government is the motiva- fael Trujillo as long as that suctional factors which prompted it. cess continued.
The President of the United
Such a policy may be one of
States attacked the policies and cold practicality in the present,
personnel of the Vietnamese gov- but in the long run it is sure to
ernment not because of their compromise both our ideals and
dictatorial power, not because of the freedom of numerous peoples
their inefficient or corrupt meth- in foreign lands. For if we formods, not because of their religious ulate our foreign policies in the
intolerance, but simply because context of the East-West struggle
he felt that these policies and our vision is bound to be blurred.
personnel were hindering the war To be successful in building a
effort against the Communists. strong democratic world requires
Our government reduced its econwhait is good for the people of
omic aid, not because it was
each individual country, not just
possibly doing the Vietnamese
what is most efficacious in the
people little good; buit because it
war with the Communists.
might thus prompt changes neThere are many changes of
cessary to continue the war in
Vietnam. The point is that our policy and personnel which the
support
could actively
concern for the Vietnamese peo- U.S.
around
the
world.
If
such
changple and the type of government
es
are
undertaken
the
only
when
only
they
possess extends
which
effort is impeded
anti-Communist
conducts
government
to how this
someday the strugitself in relationships with the then perhaps
be successfully
will
indeed
gle
Communist world.
will we ther
But
what
concluded.
If the war against the Comhave
left?
going
well,
munists were
Wash-

Credit:

Tom Clark

tion of targets.
its more virulent forms to what
"Their (the pacifists') neutrali- is politely and ambiguously termty is as much encouragement as ed biliousness.)
ilt is outright assistance." Oh?
So plleaise, Mr. Egger, no more
Realty?
sententious attacks on our brains
"A little apposition at the be- and attitudes. The whole problem
ginning of one Of these 'spirited' of food riots doeai't really deserve
protests would probably squellch such seHf-rtighteous attention.
the wholla business, and everyone
Frank LJiseno, Jr.
ootid eat in peace." Are you a
C.B.A. '66
practidiing Christian, Mr. Egger?
(Ed. Note: Luncheon of TuesIf so, then how could you pos- day, the ffilfth, for consideration).
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PRESIDENTIAL DRIVE

?

by Marilyn Murphy

(

"Rhinoceros" begins a six week
run on November 13. The danger

Folklore Series...

THE FOLK SCENE
Keady and Steve McElroy

"

'

1

,

1

world arid men in a manner that
a preltty or melodious voice could
never capture. And with a country music and ragtlilme background, he displays a oamdc flair
that either shouts of joy or forms
the cloak for his biting satire.
DyOan is a singer of the moment; he is spontaneous and direct tin his performance. Because
'this is true, it is hard to determine which of the songs he sang
Saturday night were best. To the
listener, ail of his songs are 'best'
when he is singling them. In retrospect,
"Who Killed Davey
Moore?" and "The Ball'lad of Holfe Brcwn" were prclbably his
masterpieces of the evening. The
first, a paragon of saltire, slowly
'brings the 'listener to the realization that nobody
not Moore's
opponent, his manager, the referee, or the audience
was responsible for the death cf the
lighter: they all shared the responsibility. The second song
pounds the listener into the frightening mind of a man in South Dakota who killed his wif£ and seven
children in 1958. Other songs, such
as "Blowin' in the Wind", "Talking John Birch Society", "The?
Ba'lad of Medger Evers", and
"With God on Our Side", were
welcomed by the audience with
enthusiasm (In a lighter vein,
Dylan flatly denied Newsweek's
Statement that he hadn't written
"Blowing in the Wind", and then1
forgot some of the words while?

.

.

?

office.

Sanders: Thomas Dunn will
conduct the Festival Orchestra

of New York in "An Evening with
Bach" at 8:30 p.m. Saturday,
November 9. Tickets are $2.75
and may be bought at the Harvard Coop or the box office.
Symphony: Those "Wild Colonial Boys," the Clancy Brothers
and Tommy Makem are appearing tonight at 8:30. Irish folk
tunes, varying from revolutionary
songs to their famous drinking
songs will be included in the program.
On Friday, November 15, at
8:30 p.m., Fred Waring and the
Pennsylvanians will present a
show titled "The Magic of Music." All seats are reserved and
tickets go from $5.00 to $3.00.

of running with the herd is illustrated by a combination of farce,
irony and satire when all mankind, except one, is transformed
into this ugly animal.
Image: On November 14, Henrik Ibsen's "Ghost" will replace
the now playing "Antigone."
Peter MacLean stars in this study
of the home, freedom, and the
individual.
Shubert: Anthony Newley is
engulfing this town with his movie
and the musical sensation "Stop
the World
I Want to Get Off"
that is being presented from November 11, to the 30th. Kenneth
Nelson and Lesley Stewart star
in this David Merrick production.
Tickets range from $6.50 to 51.65.
?

CONCERTS?
Boston Garden: The regimental
band, pipes and drums and the
Highland dancers of the Black
Watch will give two performances only on November 8 and 9.

FOLK SCENE?
Cafe Yana: Tim Hardin and the
blues will wail on both weekend
nights. From 3 to 6 Sunday afternoon there is a folk fest and from
8:30 to 11:30 the Silverleaf Gospel
Singers will lead spirituals.
Club 47: This evening the performers are the Charles River
Valley Boys and Saturday night
belongs to the popular Tom Rush.
Both blue-grass and folk lovers
will be satisfied with this lineup.
King's Rook, Ipswich: If you
want a change from the Boston
area folk scene, try this location
that will feature the Suffolk County String Band. Don't fret if you
can't make it; they are coming
soon to the Cafe Yana.
CORRECTION
The "Heights" in no way intended to ridicule the debating
achievements of Jim Unger. The
report in the "Heights" of Oct.
25 referred to Unger as "Better
Bullslinger." This title was given
to him by the University of Kentucky for his second place finish
in its tournament, This trophy
awarded to Unger depicted a
young man throwing a bull over
his shoulder.
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One of the most significant
But Mahalia Jackson rememevents an the Boston <Mk music bered always thait
was giving
scene, M.A. GneenhSll's Folklore an essentially relgtous performConcert Series, began a fortnight ance. Whenever the crowd threatago. The appearance of MahaEa ened to get too wild, she slowed
Jackson on October 25, and 'Bob down the tempo of her songs,
Dylan on November 2, initiated a often replacing laughing
and
series of eleven programs to be clapping with crying.
presented
during the earning
At the end of the night, she
year. Tarfight (the Clancy Broth- made
one of her few speeches of
ers and Tommy Makern appear the performance. Saying what the
at a sOM-out perlformance at audience, which was alboUt half
Symphony Hal, So you hald bet- Negro, wanted to hear, she asked
ter start buying your (tickets now that all men pray tor fireedom.
lor Theodore Bikel's November Then she sang "We
Shall Over22 concert. Appearing later in come," and the evening
was comthe series wtll be Miriam Makeba, plete.
Joan Baez, and Jaclde WashingFor songs to be effective, they
ton. Meanwhile, here aire our reviewers reactions to the first two must be sung in a manner proper to their content. Such was the
concerts.
Saturday night at Jordan
Mahalia Jackson radiates a case on
Hall
when
twelve hundred people
deep and unshakealble redjgious
faith which itranstorims her con- were introduced or reintroduced
certs ihto an emotional experi- to the vocal immediacy of Bob
ence tor the entire audience. Dylan. Wearing black dungarees,
rusty suede jacket, and tuiosled
While gospel music has attained a
haiir, Dylan strOled on st&ge and
great popularity in night clubs
announced that all of his numbers
oif Date, one is Often disturbed by
the oommerdaliza'tion of the re- would be his own compositions.
IligliOus form. With Mlahalia Jack- He then picked and sang such
songs as "A Hard Rain's A-Gowna
son, there is no such worry. (ReFall", "With God on Our Side",
night
clubs,
fusing to appear in
Changin' ", and
she travels about the country ex- "The Times are
World War 111 Blues",
pressing her staple but deep be- "Talking
carrying his audience to the
lief in Jesus by means of the
giiflt He has given to her: her frightening or comic extremes of
his own emotional capacity.
magnlMcent voice.
Dylan lists same of the sources
Standing in the center of the
af his musical style as Rabbit
huge stage ait the Donnelly Memorial Theater, with an organ to Brown, Big Joe WUHamis, Woodie
her left arid a piano to her right, Guthrie, Jelly Role Morton, and
she began with a slow, hymiv Elvis Presley. Many of these men
like song. Bult with each new have nothing in common; bult
three
basic
idioms
piece, the tempo increased until 'their
music,
blues,
and
the audience was clapping and country
swinging with her. At times she ragtime, are at the bottom of
Would gOive a single dap of her Dylan's music. He sings of joy
own hands in a burst of emotion. and despair, 'life and death, love
Then, at the close of each num- and loss, and does so In a manby Robert
ber, she stepped back to the pi- ner best described
'beauty".
of
"rude
one
and
Shel'ton
as
perwipe
her brow
ano to
haps to clear the tears from her Shelton, of the New York Times,
has made the most apt comment
eyes.
on Dylan's style: "All the 'husk
gospel
many
up-tempo
Aifter
pieces such as "I Found the An- arid bark' are left on his notes
swer", she began to sing the clos- and a searing intensity pervades
Most of Dylan's criing verses again while standing his songs
overtook
this fact and begin
tics
from
piano.
still at the
Yards
thait Dy&n can't
premise
With
the
powerful
the microphone, her
that
vofroe filled the huge auditorium. siing. If this means, however,
voice,
The dapping and emcttomal pitch he hasn't got a 'pretty'
admit
of the song increased with each Dylan will be the first to
background, he
encore, as the audience was it. Wiltih a blues
caught up in her wave of Heeling. sings of the sad condition of the

1

Mike

singing it).
All was not perfect, however,
j
for some of Dylan's songs were
rather poor in lyrics. Dylan considers himself a poet, and although this is evident in a songr

liike "Blowin' in the Wind", it isS

nevertheless true that he had not
yet found the selectivity that a1
poet must have. Even "Hard1
Rain", considered by many to3
bej his best, degenerates at tomes;
into incoherent 'beat' poetry (examples: I saw a white ladder all1
covered with water"; "I saw aj
room full of men with their hammers all bleeding"). Yet, Dylan 1
alimlcst saves himself with a directness, a sheer emotional intensity pervading his lyrics. In thehands of any other singer, some?
of Dy!!an's poorer songs wouldi1
be absolutely silly.

I

by

Seats are still available and tickets, from 55 to $2, can be purchased at Filene's or the box

!

Astor: That rollicking "Apartment" man, Jack Lemmon, opens
today in the film comedy Under
the Yum Yum Tree. Based on
the New York stage success, its
co-stars are Carol Lynley, Dean
Jones, and Edie Adams.
Capri: Anthony Newley makes
his screen debut in the Small
World of Sammy Lee which begins its run at this theatre tonight. The action of Lee and his
deals is centered mainly around
London's East End.
Music Hall: Elizabeth Taylor
will relinquish her hold on Boston
audiences when Cleopatra exits
next week. Be sure to give one
dime out of every admission dollar to this poverty-stricken star!
Paramount: After three successful and hilarious years on
Regardless of their motives, Broadway, Jean Kerr's Mary,
though, I am glad that we have Mary is now in town. Debbie
our Goldwaters, our Rockefellers, Reynolds and Barry Nelson porand our Nixons. Without their tray a warring couple in this deactivity every four years, our lightful film.
study of curent events would inTHEATRE?
deed become a drudgerous thing.
Charles: Eugene lonesco's play

,

also legislative government, executive government, and private
life. It's hard to see where a
maverick attempting to break in
could find a following large
enough to provide a commanding
base of strength.
Of the three, I would say that
Goldwater has been the most impressive. In his struggle against
Rockefeller and Nixon, the two
most logical candidates, he has
been bold
and imaginative.
Through smart publicity, he has
changed his image from a champion of the lunatic fringe to a
qualified spokesman for responsible conservativism in America.
What the businessman-senator
has done so far, of course, is only
a first step in his drive to the
summit. He must now enter the
primaries against Rockefeller
and. translate the enthusiasm of
his supporters into votes. If successful, he must sell himself and
his credo to the delegates in July.
The irony of the Goldwater position lies in its resemblance to
Kennedy's a short four years ago.
His overriding problem is convincing the voters of the need for
change at a time when the old

TOWER TO TOWN

administration enjoys success and
popularity. Like Kennedy, he will
have to stand and fight on his
own, for few will commit themselves to the senator until they
are sure that he can go all the
way at the convention.
The question which we observers ask, meanwhile, is why a
Goldwater, or for that matter a
Rockefeller or a Nixon, is willing
to risk security and happiness to
vie for the nomination, knowing
almost certainly that he will be
defeated in the national election.
Why does our man want to tarnish his carefully built image
now when he could wait until '68
and have immeasurably better
chances?
I suspect that a partial answer
to this question is the natural
human drive for power and popularity. I know this hardly satisfies, but further probing leads
only to the shadowy realm of
conjecture.

,

by FRANK MANNING

i

For all its fascination, the study
of world affairs can be a drudgerous thing at times. Events move
fast?so fast that the most astute
oberver is often blinded in their
passing. He looks for light and
tries to discover a pattern of
meaning, only to reach the disheartening conclusion that he is
lost in the whirlwind of history.
In America, though, we are fortunate. Every four years we are
given a break in our study of
world politics. Our attention is
captivated by the greatest show
on earth
the contest of men
within the party out of power to
win the presidential nomination.
Like most Americans, I find
my attention turning more every
day to the lively struggle for the
right to run against John F. Kennedy next fall. Again, like most,
I ask myself the inevitable question of who will emerge on top
from the vicious infighting at San
Francisco next summer.
I have had no apocalyptic visions on the matter, but I don't
think a major upset, that is a
choice of other than Goldwater,
Rockefeller, or Nixon, is in the
cards. The three represent not
only right, left, and center, but
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Young Dems OK Faculty
Petition and Convention
The Boston College Young
Democrats in the coming weeks
will assist the Council for Constitutional Reform in obtaining
signatures on a petition calling
for a Constitutional Convention in
1967. The Initiative Petition endorsed by such men as Govs.
Herter, Furcolo and Volpe, SenCongressmen
ator Saltonstall,
Burke and Conte and Rev. Robert Drinan, S.J., Dean of the
Boston College Law School; requests that the question of a
Constitutional Convention be put
before the voters in the 1966
Massachusetts State elections.
The officers and Steering Committee of the Young Democrats
have also officially endorsed the
stand taken by the fifty-eight faculty members demanding an end
to the de facto segregation in
the Boston Public Schools.
Backing up the faculty members in their stand were John
Connolly, President; Dan Eck,
Executive Vice-President; Chris
EiCkman, Vice-President; Thom-

Business Frat
Inducts 23
Twenty-three students

Friday, November 15, 1963
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were ac-

cepted to pledge the Delta Kappa
Chapter of the International Fraternity of Delta Sigma Pi on

Neil

Walpole Prison Warden
To Address Soc. Academy
Mr. John E. Gavin, Superintendent of the Maximum Security
Prison at WaJlpole, wlill speak in
the Brett Conference Room, McElroy 113, November 14, alt 4:15
p.m., under the auspices of the
Sociology Academy.

His lecture Will consist of an
apportionment of contemporary
penal systems in Massachusetts.
Through colored slides, he will
put the viewer Srito the shoes of
an individual entering the prison
as an inmate, through to his departure from the institution. All
students are cordially invilfced to
attend ithis lecture.
Mr. Gaviin is a graduate oif Boston Coll ege, class off '48. He received his Masters 'Degree in Social Sciences at Tufts in 1950.

of substantial surplus proportions.
With more conservative assumptions on the changes in price
levels here an in Western Europe, they estimated that there
would be substantial improvement in the balance of payments,
leaving the U.S. with only a small
deficit.
The implications of the future
changes in balance of payments
position of the U.S. further concerned the Brookings Institute
because of its implications on the
international monetary system.
The question of its adequacy in
meeting the increasing need for
reserves for purposes of international payments in 1968 is in
serious doubt in light of the fact
that the dollar now acts as a
liquid reserve in international
payments because there is a significant deficit and such a deficit
will not continue according to the
analysis of existing trends.
Because of the likelihood that
the international payments system may prove inadequate, Dr.
Sal ant maintained that the United
States should regard the balance
of payments situation as a secondary problem and concentrate
on improving the International
monetary system through international efforts aimed at increasing liquidity and removing some
of the present dangers inherent
in the payments system.

Father Walsh Appointed

October 28.

Accepted as pledges were: Kevin Carmody, Louis Cercone, Martin DiMezza, Daniel Driscoll,
Jean Gosselin, Gene Hunt, Michel Kelly, William Leahy, John
Leone, Francis Lynch, T. Joseph
McKay, James McLaughlin, Joseph Mallicone, Robert Neasham,
Charles Palmer, Robert Perortti,
Michael Roddy, David Schilpp,
Stephen Scibelli, David Sheenan,
Robert Sullivan, Anthony Vorias,
and John Wood.
For six weeks these pledges
will be indoctrinated into the
chapter's professional program of
speakers, tours, and business research. Presently, the Pledge
Class is assisting the Placement
Office in a project which will be

United States would change from
its present deficit position to one

By RICK WARD
Staff Reporter

That the elimination of the balis not
Hurley, ance of payments problem
the most important problem facPublicity.
The Boston College Young ing the United States on the inDemocrats are currently being ternational economic scene was
reactivated and are planning a the conclusion by Dr. Walter S.
busy schedule for the coming Sal ant, a staff economist for the
Brookings Institute, in the first
year which will include a number of speakers and a series of lecture of the Economic Lecture
debates with the Young Repub- Series held on last Tuesday, November 5, 1963 in the Murray
licans.
Conference Room.
Basing his lecture on the recent
study by the Brookings Institute
which explored the future trends
of the United States' balance of
payments situation, Dr. Salant
discussed the procedural difficultHis experience in the field of pe- ies and the findings of the study
nology dlates back to 1936 a't the and went on to discuss the future
Massachusetts State Prison. In problems facing the international
1937, Mr. Gavin became Associ- monetary system.
ate Director of Prison Camps and
The Brookings study was startlater, Director, in 1954. In 1957, ed merely to explore the future
he became the Superintendent of balance of payments position of
the Massachusetts Correctional the United States, but ended up
Institution at Waipole.
going beyond this issue and into
The Author of many articles the problems facing the interarid book reviews tin the field of national monetary system.
criminology, Mr. Gavin has lecThe Brookings Institute was
tured at many colleges and uni- commissioned by the Council of
versities in the Boston Vicinity. Economic Advisors to project the
In Ithe past, he has taught crimifuture trends of U.S. balance of
nology alt Boston College, and a'lso payments. They projected on the
at St. Lawrence University in basis of certain assumptions concerning the growth rate of the
New York. Presently he is a
United States and the rate of
guest lecturer in the same field price rises, that by 1968 the balance of payments situation of the
at Tuifts University.

Membership, and

Kelly, Treasurer; Richard
O'Brien, Secretary; and Graham
Lee, Executive Board Member.
The Steering Committee composed of the chairmen of the
other committees included Kevin
Curry, Policy;
TTiomas Kelly,
Speakers' Bureau; Daniel O'Brien, Constitution; Jerry Petracelli,
Resolutions;
Michael Brawley,
as

Dr. Walter Salaht Opens
Economic Lecture Series

Scholarship Coordinator
Ambassador from Great eld Marshall Scholarships to study reception were (Rev. W. Seavey
Britain to the United States, Dav- alt amy British university for a Joyce, S.J., Dean of C.8.A., Rev.
id OrmslbyGore, was honored with period o(f two years.
John McCarthy S.J., Dean of
Guests df Boston College at the A&S.
a reception fin the President's Dining Room on Friday, October 25.
Rev. Michael Walsh, S.J., President of Boston College and Rev.
Francis Mackin, S.J., Executive
Assistant to the President, greeted the Ambassador, who was introduced to the University's guests
at the reception.
&
The Ambassador explained that
he had taken occasion on his visit
to Boston College to request that
Falther Walsh, S.J., sit lin on the
North Eastern Regional Committee Ifor the Marshall Scholarship
This special introductory offer enables you and your date to dine
Program. He emphasized that the
at any of 57 better restaurants in greater Boston. AND, you pay
role of. regional selector was of
for only one regular price meal. That's right! Two complete dinners
VJial importance in assuring the
for the price of ONE! Complete dinners include appetizers, main
highest calibre of candidate.
course, dessert. This is a full course dinner
no cut corners
The Marshall Scholarship Prono small portions. Look at some of the main courses you get to
gram was inaugurated by 'the Brichoose from:
tish Government in 1953 as an
Rump Choice Beef
Roast
Broiled Filet Mignon
expression of gratitude for aid
N.Y. Prime Sirloin Steak
Stuffed Pork Chops
received under the Marshall Plan.
Annually twenty-fcur graduates of
Baked Stuffed Lobster-Shrimp Baked Chicken, Turkey, Goose, Duck
American universities are awardSeven Course Chinese Dinner Sea Food Platters
The

ol benefit to the present and future senior classes of Boston
College.
Pledge period

will be termin-

ated at the Faculty-Brother Dinner Dance to be held on December 7, 1963, at the Brookline Motor Hotel.

Folk Music Substituted
For Conventional Hymns
The use of folk music as hymns
is the latest innovation in the liturgical reforms at St. Joseph's
Chapel. The two folk tunes used
are "Greensleeves," an early
English folk song, and "Michael
Row the Boat Ashore," a Negro

there was a lack of reaction and
interest on the part of the students to the more conventional
religious music.
The modern
translations of the hymns which
are set to this music are, Fr.
Shea asserts, essentially religious.
He also feels that any secular
spiritual.
significance these songs would
Father Francis Shea, S.J., prohave is not opposed to the ideal
fessor of English, who is responthat religion should pervade all'
sible for the changes, felt that areas of life.
Miss McGrath of the Mass. 12-15. The interviews will be
Division of Child Guardianship held on Wednesday, Novemwill speak to all seniors in ber 20.
any major interested in social
Nuccio of
School
? rk
° n
'
. '
mof Education will discuss the
10-3. Sign up today in Place- Boston College Master of Arts
ment Office. Advanced schoolTeaching Program with
available.
all interested liberal arts mastudents interested in jors today in
the Placement
the Navy ROTC program sign office
up in Placement Office, Nov.

The Sub Shop
1293 Commonwealth Ave.

Best Subs
this side of San Diego
Call 254-9662

The Original

"DINNER
WINE

CHEQUES CLUB"
DINE BONUS!

Now You Can Enjoy $150.00 of
Eating Pleasure FOR ONLY $6.95*

...

WORK IN EUROPE
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg Nov. 6

Summer jobs are availablefor
students desiring to spend a summer in Europe but who could
otherwise not afford to do so.
Among available jobs are office
and sales work, tutoring, lifeguard and high paying (to $400
a month) resort and factory work.
The American Student Information Service also awards
$200 travel grants to students.
Interested students may obtain
the asis 24 page prospectus listing all jobs, and a travel grant
and job application by writing
to Dept. N, ASIS, 22 Ave. de
la
Luxembourg City,
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg.
Send $1 for the prospectus and
airmail postage. The first 8000
inquiries receive a $1 credit towards the book, "Earn, Learn
& Travel in Europe."

.

.

.

Here Are Just A Few of The Outstanding
Restaurants You Can Visit
Reservoir Club Hotel 128 Golden Dome Eli's China Pearl
Old Vienna Hofbrau The Saxony Newbury's Steak House Coach
Grille Le Montparnasse The Fallstaff The Red Vest Indian
Meadow Country Club Thompson's Towne House Motor Inn
-

?

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Here's What You Get
For only $6.95* you will receive 30 dinner certificates in a convenient carrying case, each of which entitles you to TWO complete dinners at the restaurant of your choice. When the waiter
presents your check, simply give him a certificate and you pay for
only ONE dinner.
*

Special Big Student Discount Available

THE SUPPLY IS LIMITED!

ACT NOW!

GET IN ON THIS SPECIAL OFFER WHILE IT LASTS!

Use this handy Mail Order Coupon now.
to withdrawal without further notice.

Offer subject

Dinner Cheques Club, Dept. M, 21 Woodward Ave., Boston, Mass.
Please send the following:
Dinner Certificate Books @ $6.95*
I enclose

$

Check

\u25a1 Money Order Q
Refunded

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Cheerfully
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HOMECOMING HONORS CURLEY
Photos by
Ted Lawson
and Ed Forrey

Miss Deanne Griffin, Nursing '64, a princess of -the court and Mr. Thomas Kennedy represent the class of 1943. This class, boasts an Orange Bowl Team of such grid
immortals as Wally Boudreau, Mike Holovdk and Gil Bouley.

Miss Janet Firmback of the Graduate School of
Nursing and a princess of the court is accompanied
by Mr. Cecil McGoldrick representing the class of
1923. Fr. William Devlin was the President of B.C.
and the football team was coached by Major Frank

Miss Jeanne Dunning, Education '64, a princess
of the court represents the class of 1939. The twenty-five year class has just dedicated the stone eagle
in front of Roberts Center. 1939 saw the Eagle football and track teams soar.

Miss Pat Lydon, Nursing '64, is also a princess of the
Homecoming Court of 1963 and represents the class of
1933. This class, under the direction of Mr. John Patrick
Curley, the recipient of B.C.'s first Favorite Son Award,
worked on the construction of a new stadium.

Mrs. John Curley crowns Miss Kathy O'Brien,
Education '64, the Homecoming Queen of 1963.

Cavanaugh.

Layout by
Tom Salmon

Bill Kelley, A&S '64, the President of the Campus
Council presents a qold watch to Mr. John Curley. Mr.
Curley was chosen for this first Favorite Son Award for
his long years of dedicated service to Boston College.
During his years on the Heights he became an advisor,
friena and even "father" to the students.

The Homecoming Gama also featured, for the first time in B.C.'s history, girl
cheerleaders!
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Quintet

Fitzsimmons Must Inspire Eagles
by Mark Mulvoy

Freshman Harriers
Win Five Straight;
Norris Cops GBI's

Perhaps some of you readers
quintets haven't accomplished.
think that anyone who runs
would
Cousy, of course, quarterbacked
four or five miles in sub-freezing
the fast-break which led the Bosshorts
ton Celtics to five successive weather with but a pair of
World Championships and seven and a T shirt on is slightly
son, players like John Austin, straight titles in the National Bas- cracked; well crazy or not, the
Jerry Power, Ed Hockenbury, ketball Association's Eastern Di- B.C. freshman cross-country team
George Humann, Jimmy Nelson, vision.
doesn't seem to mind the cold too
Fitzie and several others.
Before Cousy's era, the Celtmuch considering that they've
"So with such a great number ics were a losing proposition. racked up five straight dual meet
of
excellent shooters,"
said At times there were more peovictories plus a strong second
Cousy, "defensive ability will be ple on Walter Brown's payroll
finish in the Greater Bosplace
the basis we'll use to determine at games than there were specton Collegiate Championships.
key personnel."

Coach Bob Cousy smiled at newly-elected basket- said Cousy, "that he can come
ball captain George Fitzsimmons, looked the sleepy-eyed into a game and crack it wide
open with several quick baskets."
senior in the face, and said:
The Eagles actually have plen"Fitz, you've got a job to do. Good luck."
ty of good shot-makers this seaCousy, who plans to have the C.B.A.
major from
Finance
Eagles scrimmage Assumption Brentwood, Mo., may not start
at Roberts Center Saturday, ex- some of the Eagles' games this
plained what Fitzsimmons' job season.

will be this season.

"George certainly is wellqualified for the captaincy and
won't have any trouble maintaining the responsibilities of
the position," said Cousy.
"The big thing, though, is that
if George handles the position the
way I think he will, he can provide the inspiration which we'll

need to have a successful sea-

son."
Continued the Cooz, "A captain can generate a type of enthusiasm which the coach can't.
The coach has to do it every
day, while the captain does it
only once-in-a-while.
"And the players like to hear
it from one of their teammates,
too."
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One of the finest shooters on
Fitzsimmons,
a
the varsity,

Air Force Shot
Down; H. C. Loses
Once again this week success
proved evasive to the majority
of Boston College's football opponents, with eight of ten ap-

pearing in the loser's column.
The University of Buffalo made
an unprofitable excursion to Newark, Delaware, where the host
Delaware Blue Hens registered
their sixth consecutive win this
yet unbeaten season by 34-6
count. The Bulls will enter Alumni Stadium on Saturday with
4-1-2 slate.
Norfolk, Virginia was the
scene of the University of Virginia's fifth loss of the season
Saturday. Red hot North Carolina State downed the Cavaliers, 15-9. The Virginians will
tune up for their November 16
date with the Eagles this week
with a match against William
and Mary.
Boston University found the
Garden State of New Jersey
sparse pickings on Saturday, as
they bowed to Rutgers, 21-6.
Connecticut is next in line for the
Terriers.
The Crusaders of Holy Cross
came close to victory again this
week, just missing against Villanova, 22-14. Ahead at the half
14-8, the men from Worcester experienced second stanza blues,
settling for the short end of the
score once again. Fitton Field
will be packed with hopeful rooters on Saturday as the locals
tangle with V.M.I.
Eastern
power
Pittsburgh
topped rival Syracuse Saturday,
35-27. The Witchita Shockers
did something not many of the
others did last week?they won.
North Texas State fell before
the visitors, 47-7. The Dayton
Flyers invade Wichita
this
week.
The University of Detroit was
thrashed by former Boston College foe Houston in Texas on Saturday, 55-18. The Cougars had no
trouble with the rebuilding Titans. Friday evening will pair
Villanova with the Titans in Detroit.
In a game which attracted national attention the Air Force
sought in vain to continue their
winning streak to two games, engaging Army in Chicago. Hie
Falcons were within grasping
distance of victory when the Cadets crossed the goal line with
the deciding touchdown.

"Our starting lineup will vary
with every game," said Cousy.
"In fact, we'll be a 10-man team
all year."
Fitzsimmons played mostly up
front last year and will be a forward in Cousy's scheme this year.
"We're going to try to match
our players to the opponents,"
said Cousy.
"For instance, if
we're going to have to run all
night we'll start our five fastest
players.
"But if we can run as well as
play a slowed-down game then
we'll have our best shooters in
there."

our
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Getting away
the daily
routine of practice, Cousy is
looking forward to the opener
against Fairfield here at Roberts Center on December 6th.
In fact, Bob's getting a bit
itchy.
"The boys have been coming
along excellently," said Mr. Basketball. "They've become pretty
well adjusted to the fast-break
patterns which we're going to use,
and they've become a lot more
Not the fastest player on the sure of themselves both ways."
Cousy feels that B.C. will be
squad, Fitzsimmons, nevertheless, has fitted well into B.C.'s a 'spectacular' team this year,
running
during pregame
one which may not win every
season practice sessions.
game but which will captivate its
"He's such a good shooter," audience, something past B.C.

it

tators.
That's been somewhat the case
here at B.C. Hie game of the
round-ball has been supported
only by the dormitory students,
and whenever the Eagles played
at home during a vacation period that fact was quite evident.

\u2605

A perfectionist, Cousy doesn't
miss anything. In fact, he's taking the squad to Syracuse in two
weeks for a scrimmage with the
Orangemen, a rising hoop power.
"We'll get up there on Friday
night," said Cousy. "Then, we'll

scrimmage Saturday morning,
Saturday afternoon, and Saturday night."
Nothing like a little exercise
for the boys.

Air Force Bombs Eagles;
Falcon Fight Fruitless
Iru Goss
If there is such a thing as a
New England football power,
we'll have to wait till next year
to see it because Air Force destroyed this year's myth with a
resounding 31-7 victory.
B.C. was hampered by the
wind, the atmosphere, the breaks,
the mistakes, and the fact that
Air Force showed up for the
game.
Air Force quarterback Terry
Isaacson lived up to pre-game
publicity and proved himself to
be a brilliant field general.
He passed sparingly but effectively, hitting 5 of 11, many of
which came in key situations.
Four times on touchdown drives
the Academy was faced with 4th

down situations, and four times
they made it.
The first AF touchdown was
set up when Isaacson pitched to
Jim Wargo with 4th and one on
the B.C. 47. Wargo rambled for
30 yards to set up the score.
On their second TD drive
Isaacson completed a pass to
Larry Tollstam with 4th and 8
on the B.C. 25. On 4th and goal
from the 3 Isaacson ran it in.
The Eagle's Jack Concannon
acquitted himself in fine fashion,
but he wasn't getting much help.
A Concannon to Whalen pass
play which brought the Eagles
to the AF 4 early in the game
was called back.
Concannon ended up with

9-23 and 168 yards passing for
the day. The B.C. total offense
was only 220 yards.

Running ahead of the Eaglets
for the entire season has been a
tall and powerful harrier, Bill
Norris from Beverly. Bill was the
individual winner in the G.8.1,
meet, outdistancing the field in
near record time.
But one man is certainly not
enough to make a cross-country
squad, and it is B.C.'s abundance
of depth that has provided for the
many victories. Don Portanova

and Mike Counihan, two local
boys, have been running close behind Norris for the whole season.
Ed Fallon and John Fitzgibbons
have rounded out the scoring
lineup.

While the cross country team
has been beating the roads
around the campus, the sprinters'
segment of the squad has been
getting into shape on the track
behind McElroy Commons. And
from the looks of it, the track
squad should be every bit as good
as the distance team.
Three runners from LaSalle
Academy in Providence look to
be standouts during the winter
indoor season. John Lyons, a
quarter miler, Chuck Zaikowski,
R.I. state hurdles champ, and Joe
Kopka, who specializes in the 220,
should lead the B.C. Frosh to a
successful season.

B.C. got its only touchdown of
the game late in the third quarter, after Air Force had gone
ahead 28-0.
Starting on their own 32 the
Eagles marched 68 yards in
twelve plays. On this drive Concannon completed five passes,
three of which went to Whalen.
Schedule of Varsity and FreshThe score came on a twenty men Meets:
yard Concannon to Whalen pass
Dec. 10?MIT.
play. Marty DiMezza's boot was
Jan. lI?K of C, Boston Garden.
good. Early in the 4th quarter,
Jan. 25?BAA, Boston Garden.
Bob Holaday kicked a field goal
Feb. I?Northeastern.
to end the scoring for the after-

noon.

-IRV GOSS

Feb. B?Tufts.
Feb. 11?Brown.

John Walsh breaks loose, but three Commodores are close on the Eagle fullback's stern.

Dn< *°
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Crush Commodores, 19-6

Eagles

SPOUTS

Concannon and Wahsh Pace
B.C. To Homecoming Victory

SCENE
and
UNSEEN

by Rich Kosiorek

by LARRY LARSON

Neither mud, nor injuries, nor 14 passes for 77 yards and ran
the Vanderbilt football team could for another 39 yards.
stop Boston College last Saturday
B.C. took the lead, which they
as the Eagles defeated the Comrelinquished, in 8:37 of
modores 19-6. Playing before a never
the first period. Following a 35
homecoming
17,700
crowd of
For the past few weeks we've been talking almost cold
yard punt return by sophomore
at Alumni Stadium, B.C. exhibitexclusively about the current football fortunes of B.C. ed, for the first time this season, of the game. Bob Budzinski,
Right about now, though, it seems that a look into the a running attack that was more Concannon marched the Eagles
46 yards in 13 plays for the
basketball future is in order.
potent than its passing.
first score. The scoring drive
was sustained when on a 4th
A couple of weeks ago there was the expected
That B.C. was able to run
down play with nine yards to
against Vanderbilt was due mainhoopla over the official arrival of Bob Cousy to asgo, Vanderbilt fullback Bill
has
of
Junior
fullly
running
the
Most
of
that
to
the
Heights.
sume his duties at
Waldrup interfered with captain
back John Walsh who consistentsubsided now and we can take an honest look at Mr.
yardage on the Joe Lukis at the Vanderbilt 19.
ly
good
made
the
first
time.
Cousy's initial B.C. Five for
draw play up the middle and
Five plays later, Concannon
During the past couple of weeks, he has cut the quarterback Jack Concannon. rolled out to his right from the
of
the
starting
place
Walsh,
in
squad from its original 18 to a more workable 14 (not
nine and passed to Bob Budkinincluding Dick Capp who will report at the end of the injury-plagued Don Moran, hit his ski in the end zone. DiMezza's
peak Saturday while picking up
football season).
kick was good for the extra point.
91 yards in 14 carries. ConcanYou go and you watch a basketball practice some non, who had an off day in his Vanderbilt seemed to want to
able give the game away in the next
evening and you have to be impressed. There are four- oassing, was, nevertheless,
defenses sequence of downs, when quarteen hustling ballplayers out there and they're learning to keep Vanderbilt's
as he completed seven of terback Dave Waller threw a
tricks of the trade that it takes years of pro experience honest
Bob
pitchout away, enabling
to pick up. But this teacher they have has been around
recover the football.
Budzinski
to
you know that

As The Hoop Season Approaches

and he's seen everything in the books. So
this is no road show making a one night stand. They'll
learn and they'll "execute" because he'll make them.

He has a fellow out there who makes some unbelievable shots and who can dribble with the best
of them. He's only a sophomore, this John Austin,

but already they're touting him as one of the best
in the land.

There's one from the "almost" team of two years
ago that has returned and he looks better than ever. You
get the feeling Jerry Power was granted a second chance
his old teammates didn't get and that this time they'll be
going all the way.
There is a great deal more to this club, too, and you
have to figure this team will be up with the best of them
this season
and for years to come.
...

Odds 'N Ends

SOCCER

...

...

~

but we should win!

v-qte'v, stout hearts alone cana crew. Soccer, properplayed, requires a very large
"100) field, and equipment: es-

not make
?

Assumption To Give Eagle
Five First Competition
After three weeks of hard practice, the Boston College basketball team is shaping up to be
just what it is expected to be,
a small, fast, good shooting squad.
Coach Bob Cousy is as pleased
as can be expected with the club's
performance to date.
"It's really too early to tell
much about the squad in this
short time, especially since everything is so new to the boys. The
drills are new, the system is
new, and I am new. I delayed
making my cuts as long as possible, so naturally progress has
been somewhat retarded," were
the first-year mentor's remarks.
On the subject of cuts, Mr.
Coiusy indicated that he intends
to leave the squad as it now
stands, 14 members, with Dick
Capp making 15 if he comes out
after football season. The traveling squad will probably carry 10-

12 players, but the season is far
enough away to make concer*
over this matter too importan'
now.

Before the close of the half,
B.C. had another scoring opportunity as Sophomore Hank
Blaha carried to the Vanderbilt five yard line on a statue
of liberty play which fooled half
the Vanderbilt line. The Vanderbilt line stiffened, and took
the ball away on the two.

The Vanderbilt football team
with hopes for its first victory of
the season took the opening kickoff of the third quarter and
moved inside the B.C. ten. Their
hopes began to fade when tackle
Dick Capp crashed the Vanderbilt line and stopped quarterback
Waller on a vital 4th down play
with short yardage to go.
Vanderbilt visions of victory
vanished completely when Jimmy McGow a n scampered
around left end for 30 yards
and scored with less than three
minutes remaining in the third

The Vanderbilt defensive line,
that they didn't come
north to enjoy the weather, put
a tremendous rush on Concannon
causing him to fumble and alperiod.
cutting
across the inStudents
lowing defensive end Lane Wolbe
'field
late
afternoon
tramurial
in
The fourth quarter was one of
to recover the loose football on
desperation for Vanderbilt as the
or wandering on Saturdays near the Eagle 30 yard line.
Commodore quarterback attempt'he football practice are'a may
Sticking to the ground, Vaned thirteen passes (in compariTdca'siona'lly be amused iby a balderbilt scored eleven plays later son to four attempted passes in
let-like interplay of agile legs, tor- as fullback Charlie Traube fell the first three quarters) in an
es and heads, all Clamoring in into the endzone from the one effort to score. It was to no avail,
pasmodic rhythm to control an foot line. Toby Wilt's PAT kick
however, since Vanderbilt could
was off to the right.
only move to the B.C. fifteen
overworked ball, which virtually
B.C. stormed right back after when the final gun sounded.
nust r'emain "untouched by human hands". This is the present
product of three years directed
toward ithe organization of a soc?er squad at BC, but, with respect
'to the extent of our development,

We've learned from reliable sources that the
rumor about basketball tickets going up to $2.00 for
a sad product.
students this year was just a rumor and was not
I aim fin a position to state honeven being considered. Accordingly, we apologize?
'that the present squad is
:sltly
as we promised we'd do if proven incorrect.
~y far the most talented in the
Speaking of tickets
the A. A. is working on a new I'dicry of our attempt to estabsystem to aid those who have had problems purchasing 'r_lh
serious associaion football
tickets to take dates to the games this year. Details will ere; and furthermore, it can
be forthcoming at a later date
Tove ifeelf a more than suitable
Don't take the demise of the Cross on the footbal 1 vatch for any of cur neighboring
field too seriously yet. Past B.C. grid clubs have sufferec" ?ams. Enthusiasm and drive
a similar reaction and have wound up on the short enc sign high as the clouds. Unfor...

the Vanderbilt kickoff. With John
Walsh gaining big yardage on
the ground and Concannon gainl
ing it through the air, the Eagles
marched 70 yards to pull ahead
13-6.

irlially several balls, nets, and
-JhOes. Of thelse we have none,
n addition, we feel an alienation
from student interest and administrative cooperation.

This situation becomes especialy capital when one considers ithe
'act that every college, seminary,
rd junior college (including the
When asked about the
~ep school-extension in Worcesdefensive progress, Coach Cous?
t) cf any consciousness, has an
said that at this stage of thingr
pipped team for association
it is hard to tell. "Defense i
~>ctbail.
Witness the presence
hard work, and it must be ferl ~w
Of a professional soccer
slowly.
If
you
givr
to players
am in Boston! Soccer enjoys an
them too much at first, man}
iternational popularity, rivaled
will lose interest and not be goorl
nly, perhaps, by 'female-chasing,
defensive ballplayers." He sai" \.t last a group of highly qualified
that the Eagles will, Sn general,
cuths is offering its services to
do a lot of pressing, the actua' ire athletic interests of the uniamount depending upon the oporsJilty only to feel that the seeds
ponent.
if future prowess are falling upon
The many students who have horns. We are seeking a just opshown interest in the team car' portunity to prove our worth and
see them in their first crack at /cul'd ask each to aid in his or
tomorrow
opposition
outside
sr own way: administratively,
morning, when the Eagles play
or, when the time should
host
to Assumption College,
ome, spectatorlially.
coached by Coach Ccrusy's Hob
?M. J. CONNELLY
Cross teammate Andy Latka.

realizing

Pitt, Pats, Purdue and
Princeton; VMI Over Cross

If we had gone to press last
week perhaps this column would
not have gone to press this week.
With all the upsets, as a result
of the weather among other
things, my percentage would have
been "wiped".
Holy Cross' consistency was not
hampered however. They lost
again, and this week they will be
shot down by Virginia Military.
Penn State plays Ohib State. State
will wtiin this one. (Let me have
cne sure one.) 'Chunky' Pittsburgh will siit on Notre Dame.
Syracuse disposes of West Virginia this weekend in what Should
be a "ho-hum" game.
Big Ten battles, which are always interesting, include the big
Purdue vs. Michigan State game
the Illinois vs. Michigan encounter, the lowa against Minnesota scramble, and the Wisfacing
consin
Northwestern
match. With rhyme, but little
reason, look for Purdue to outpass, Illinois to out-class, lowa
to out-last, and Wisconsin to

their respective opponents for victory.
In the Ivy League where this
column has been remarkably accurate (Lcok, Ma! No modesty!),
let it be known that Brown will
upset Cornell. Dartmouth is socially pressured to bounce back
and beat Columbia. Harvard, the
school where they have those
loose dorm privileges, shall in all
righteousness lose to one of their
cardinal opponents, Princeton.
A tried and true BC eleven is
out-flash

a good pick over a gamey Buffalo herd. Army marches over
Utah. Who would dare pick Navy
to lose to Maryland? And well.
Air Force deserves an easy one
against UCLA.
Being loyal Boston fans, let's
expect the Patriots to beat San
Diego. But Cleveland does not
have to beat the Steelers. Look
for the Browns to give this one
to Pittsburgh.
In the Eastern Tennessee Conference look for Woffbrd to edge
cut Mars Hill. Amen.

Boston College
LE
LT

LG
C

RG
RT
RE

QB

LHB
RHB
FB

Gapt. Joe Lukis
John Frechette

200
225
DickCremin
212
Bart Connolly
215
Joe Leone
215
Dick Capp
215
Jim Whalen
200
Jack Concannon 200
Bobby Shann
180
Jim McGowan
180
John Walsh
190

Buffalo
220
251
206
210
205
224
195
195
165
190
196

Larry Gergley
Leo Ratemamess

Jim McNally
Joe Holly
Bruce Hart
Gerry Philbin
Gerry Pawloski
John*Stofa
Jim Ryan
Dick Condino
Tom Butler
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BULLS COLLIDE WITH EAGLES
by Bernie McGovern

Power versus speed will be the
order of the day tomorrow when
the hefty Bulls of the State University of Buffalo clash with
B.C.'s swift Eagles at Alumni
Stadium.
Veteran coach Dick Offenhamer is bringing to Boston one of
the biggest lines the Eagles will

this season. Anchored by
tackle Gerry Philbin, a co-captain
and All-American candidate and
prodigious Leo Ratamess, a 251
pound tackle, the Buffalo defensive unit had surrendered a miserly
6 points a game until the East's
best small college club, Delaware, exacted from them a surface

prising 34-6 victory last Saturday.
Philbin, a 6'2", 224 pounder, is
rated by pro scouts as an excellent prospect. He alone threw
Delaware ball carriers for losses
of 41 yards. Armand Martin, a
222 pound middle guard and junior linebacker Bruce Hart are
other stalwarts in the Bull's big

Fitzsimmons To Captain
Cousey's First B.C. Quintet
by JEFF MUTH

Coach Bob Cousy walked over to George Fitzsimmons. "Congratulations,Fitz."

The new Boston College basketball captain stared off into space with a blank look on
his face. He was the last one in the room to realize that he had been selected to lead
his teammates in quest of a winning year. Through the picture taking session that
followed, George retained much of his deadpan look, but couldn't help but crack a
smile at the teasing of his teammates. In the snack bar, he took the congratulations
and the jibes in stride. "Best captain since Gerry Ward," cracked one player.
"Of course, it's

a real thrill

to captain Bob Cousy's first B.C.

team," was one of the few things
George could think of to say. He

had broken the 100-point barrier.
A good rebounder for his size,

the 6-2, 195 pounder should
achieve his goal of captaining a
winning team.

said it with his usual deadpan
expression, but you knew he
meant it. When asked about the
outlook for this season, he said,
"The attitude of the whole squad
is good. We seem to have that
winning spirit, and the new sophs
will be a big help.
A graduate of St. Louis U. High
in St. Louis, "Heavy" is a finance major in C.B.A.

and the result has been
manifest by his excellent play
in practice.
His freshman year at the
Heights was productive, and Fitz
was a star on the frosh squad.
Seeing limited action, he scored
only two points his sophomore
year. Last season he was again
on the bench, but just past midseason he got his chance and
took it.
in

Heights

SPORT
SLANT

?

?

really went after that game."
Sophomore Bob Budinski's running, Captain Joe Lukis' all-round
play and of course, Jack's running and throwing impressed
Coach Miller. Bob Shann, who
has been having ankle trouble all
season, drew special commendation from the B.C. commander-inchief.
"This was Shann's first game
at full speed, and his running
made our backfield complete.
Things would have been a lot different if we had him all season."
However, Fate's fickle finger
has struck the versatile halfback's ankle again; ergo, Shann
is a doubtful starter tomorrow as
is John Barrett who is nursing a
prolonged "Charley hoss." If
these two left halfbacks are
forced out of the lineup, sopho-

more Hank Blaha will start and
be backed up by junior Chip LaPlaca.

Meet Holy Cross Monday

flexes,

The

?

of giving B.C. an uncomfortable
game.
"We gave a really good performance against Vanderbilt,'
said the Eagle mentor. "We
showed confidence and poise and

Frosh Top Army Phebes

During
the past summer,
George worked hard to cut
down his weight, and succeeded in losing twenty pounds. This
has improved his speed and re-

He scored around 20 points
his first start, and before
the season was out he had taken over a permanent starting
slot, won the MVP award in
the 8.C.-Fordham game, and

and mobile forward wall.
B.C. will be encountering "ana
other one of those" tomorrow
quarterback who loves to run and
pretty smartly at that. Long John
Stofa, a 6'3" senior has rolled out
for nearly 200 yards worth, ranking him as U.B.'s second leading
ball carrier behind fleet tailback
Jim Ryan. With Buffalo's fullback
supply exhausted through three
casualties and a previously injured tailback, Tom Butler, just
converted in that position, the
dangerous Stofa can be counted
on to do even more than his usual
share of hoofing.
From an aerial view, Stofa's
pass completion average isn't
25 of
particularly impressive
63 with six interceptions
except
in the last two minutes of play,
that is, when he has pulled out
personally no less than five
games with either passes or runs
over the last two campaigns.
Despite their losses to small
college opponents, Delaware and
Marshall, Jim Miller isn't about
to spot the Bulls any points. He
regards Buffalo as a "big, strong
and aggressive squad" capable

Captain George Fitzsimmons and Coach Bob Cousy.

The always hard and often frustrating weeks of work paid off
for Coach Emerson Dickie and
the B. C. freshman football team
last Friday as they beat the Army
Plebes 30-28 at West Point.
The margin of victory is misleading because the Eaglets completely dominated the Academy
frosh and had built up a 24-7
lead by halftime.
The West Point squad scored
most of its points late in the game
when the issue had been decided
and B.C. was using substitutes.
Halfback Harry Connors ran 55
yards for one touchdown while
Fullback Dave Reardon scored
on a 25 yard jaunt. Quarterback
Bill Blair threw two TD passes,
40 yards to Bill Bradley and 10
yards to Bill O'Neil. Blair also
ran one in from four yards out.
Coach Dickie called it "A real
team victory. The Pie be coaches
consider their line this year to
be the best they've had in years."

There was no need to complete
the statement, Coach Dickie was
obviously pleased with the performance of the B.C. line.
All that remains now is for the
Eaglets to wipe out the memory
of their poor performance and
defeat at Fittan Field three weeks
ago. They get a second chance
Monday afternoon when the boys
from Holy Cross come down the
pike for a rematch.
Coach Dickie and his staff
should have no worries about getting the squad up for this one.
Holy Cross took care of that three
weeks ago.
The victory over Army indicates that B.C. will be able to
recruit and compete on a level
with the major teams on its schedule. The doubting Thomases who
rushed forward sifter the Air
Force game will now take a wait
and see attitude. TTie diehards
will wait and pray.

cheerleading squad are only there on a trial basis. That
they do add something to the organization and volume
of the student section was proved last week. I, for one,
hope that their presence on the field will be made a
permanent thing at the end of this year.
To get out of Alumni Stadium and into McHugh Forum for a while, there is a notice on the
bulletin boards that intramural hockey will be played on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday from nine
to eleven in the morning. This is the first time that
the school has made a real effort to support hockey
on this level. There has been much agitation since
the Forum was built for such a program. It is now
available,, but those who wanted it had better make
use of it.
Also on the intramural level, the touch football
would have been nothing less than he deserves for his championship will be decided next week. I would tell you
you can,
contributions to Boston College over the last fifty years. the date and time, but I frankly don't know
the
IM
on the
by
looking
find
out
at
sheet
however,
of
I
was
speaking
surprised
by
weather,
And
rather
the number of supposedly stalwart B.C. men who gave boards.
As a parting thought, I simply ask, where have the
up half way through the third period to seek the shelter
and warmth of the Tam and the Hofbrau?and I wasn't people gone? Two weeks ago, a thousand people a day
crowded Roberts Center to watch Bob Cousy put the
in the press box either.
basketball team through its paces. The newsreel camwomen
But though the men may have left, the
eras, photographers & reporters have disappeared?as
stayed. Our female cheerleaders probably came as
but where have the students gone. Has the
expected
near to freezing to death last Saturday as they ever
will. It took a hundred and one years and a great interest on campus really died that quickly?
deal of determination to get them onto the field. In
There will be a mob at the first few games, but
that length of time, you would think that some one
will the student body at large stay with this team
could have arranged for at least a bit of sunshine.
win or lose? This
throughout the entire season
At the present time the female members of the
team deserves that kind of support.

Have you ever sat down in front of a typewriter and
looked at twenty inches of white space with the realization haunting the back of your mind that you are going
to have to fill it? Believe me, it can be terrifying at times.
This week, there shouldn't be any real difficulty in
filling that frighteningly blank space. A couple of well
deserved congratulations, a few personal observations,
and a gentle exhortation or two should do the trick.
To begin with, I do think that the fellow upstairs could have been a little more co-operative
about the weather last Saturday.
A large number of John Curley's most steadfast
friends are simply past the age where they can face that
sort of weather. That more people were not present to
see him receive B.C.'s first Favorite Son Award is something more than just "too bad." A full house and more

?

?

Terry
Ryan

?

